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ABSTRACT

The relentless increase in health care expenses, coupled with persistent concerns

about the quality and appropriateness of medical services, has brought increasing pressure to

bear on researchers to develop more efficient strategies for determining "what works" in

medicine. Several years ago, Paul Ellwood recommended that society arrange to regularly

collect information concerning the health-related quality of life (HRQOL) of patients with

medical problems and conditions. Coupled with demographic, clinical, and treatment data,

this HRQOL outcome information would permit researchers to determine which services

provide significant benefit to which types of patients.

For many reasons, Ellwood's vision of large-scale "outcomes management" programs

has not come to pass. Probably the most significant impediment has been the absence of a

ve"ry brief, generic HRQOL survey instrument which is calibrated according to empirically

derived values and preferences. This discussion paper describes an effort to create and test

such a questionnaire.

In Part A we describe the process of calibrating a new, four-item HRQOL questionnaire

based on preferences elicited (in various ways) from about 600 people from different walks of

life. During this process we observed few systematic differences in preferences across

demographic lines; moreover, people with medical conditions or disabilities did not rate

HRQOL-problem health states much differently than people without those conditions or

disabilities.

Part B describes our clinical testing of the mail-in questionnaire in a cohort of 400

cancer patients. The questionnaire was administered three times to each patient over a six

month period. We found that the questionnaire was able to capture patients' "true" HRQOL,

as determined by subsequent careful, standardized (and blinded) telephone interviews. We

conclude that use of our four-item questionnaire -- or of its global item alone •• can provide

valid information concerning patients' HRQOL.

Part C discusses several key issues pertaining to the interpretation of observational

HRQOL outcome data. To strengthen causal inferences drawn from these data, we

recommend that the definition of HRQOL be restricted and standardized, and that the purpose

of collecting outcome data be carefully explained as part of a public education program.

Reporting one's HRQOL outcomes should come to be seen as a civic duty, like voting. Large

sample sizes will be needed to control for potential confounding factors that could complicate

(or preclude) inferences concerning treatment effectiveness. Finally, we discuss the central



problem of outcome research: identifying "types of patients" who either do or do not derive

significant benefit from specified treatments and procedures.

We conclude that very brief, even single-item, questionnaires can be appropriate

vehicles for obtaining valid data concerning patients' HRQOL outcomes, and that valid

inferences can be drawn from these data concerning the effectiveness of medical

interventions. Large-scale outcomes management studies can provide an efficient and

powerful strategy for determining "what works" in medicine (or, more precisely, "what works for

whom"). By identifying when services have or have not been shown to provide significant net

health benefit, society can ensure that its health care resources are allocated wisely.
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Part A

Calibration of a Brief Questionnaire and

a Search for Preference Subgroups

I. Background and Significance

Five years have passed since Paul Ellwood first introduced the term "outcomes

management" to the health policy debate.' Ellwood envisioned the creation of a "permanent

national medical data base that uses a common set of definitions for measuring quality of life."

Patients would regularly supply information concerning their health-related quality of life as

part of a large-scale quasi-experiment designed to determine the outcomes of care and the

effectiveness of medical and surgical services. Responses to the outcome questionnaires

would be linked to medical records containing information about patients' conditions and

treatments. This activity, Ellwood believed, would provide a "central nervous system" for a

health care system increasingly characterized by "uninformed patients, skeptical payers,

frustrated physicians, and besieged health care executives."

Ellwood's vision helped launch what is now commonly referred to as the "outcomes

movement." In an editorial published a few months after Ellwood's article, Arnold Reiman

heralded the dawn of the "third revolution in health care, the Era of Assessment and

Accountablllty." Reiman endorsed the idea of "linking medical management decisions to

new, systematic information about outcomes," saying this process would "improve the quality

and effectiveness of health care and provide a much firmer base for future economic

decisions." This apparent allusion to resource allocation decision-making was echoed more

explicitly a couple of years later by John Wennberg," who asserted that the use of outcome

information might forestall the need for society to ration truly effective services by "sort[ing] out

what works in medicine."

This bright promise seems to have dimmed somewhat of late. Indeed, despite

sustained intensive efforts by many talented researchers and policy analysts, we are not much

closer to knowing how, exactly, society might make use of outcomes information to set

priorities within the health care system.

What's the Problem?

The basic idea sounds simple enough. First, determine the health outcomes

associated with different treatments. Next, determine how people feel about those outcomes.
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Finally, give priority to treatments that produce more-preferred outcomes. Such an outcome

based approach to resource allocation, although potentially vulnerable to charges of

dlscrtrntnatlon," S is eminently reasonable, fair, and, indeed, necessary.

It is anything but simple, however. To date, only one instance of an outcome- and

preference-based effort to set priorities has occurred: the trailblazing (and highly controversial)

work of the Oregon Health Services Commission." 7 8 Unfortunately, although the Oregon

project provided a wealth of experience on one possible approach to estimating and

dovetailing outcomes with preferences, the result of that project -- a priority list containing 688

condition-treatment pairs -- is of questionable utility. Because of the wide range of procedures

and indications contained within each "line item" on the list, substantial additional specification

will be needed before the list can be applied to actual patients."

The Oregon experience notwithstanding, the real-world use of outcomes to set health

care priorities remains a seemingly distant goal. Moreover, systematic outcomes

management, as envisioned by Ellwood, is essentially no closer to implementation than when

it was first proposed. Why is this? There are many reasons, including (1) lack of a standard

electronic medical record for entering and retrieving the necessary data;" (2) physician

resistance to the use of formal patient outcome questionnaires; 10 11 and (3) reluctance to

base policy on causal inferences drawn from non-experimental data." The first two of these

problems can be overcome with greater federal leadership; the third will require, In addition,

careful methodological consldsration."

None of the above factors is the most fundamental obstacle to creation of a large-scale

system of outcomes management, however. A more basic problem is the lack of a standard,

very brief, generic quality-of-Iife outcome questionnaire that is calibrated according to

empirically derived public preferences. Creation of such a questionnaire constitutes the

essential first step toward development of an effective system of outcomes management.

Need for a Standard, Brief, Generic Outcome Questionnaire

Clinical studies of particular conditions and treatments often use as endpoints

condition- and treatment-specific outcomes (e.g., shortness of breath or nausea caused by

chemotherapy). Such outcome measures are not suitable for purposes of resource allocation,

however, as they do not permit comparison of different treatments and procedures." 15 1S

How important, for example, is a coronary bypass operation for a specified

clinical condition vs. dlemotherapy for a particular type of cancer? If money is
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tight. which service should be funded if both cannot be? Answers to this sort of

question will depend on the comparability of outcome data, which is possible

only through the use of generic measures.17
,(p.n5)

James Bush and his colleagues were among the first to recognize the importance of generic

measures (e.g., pain or physical suffering) for resource allocation decision-making . Generic

measures formed (and continue to form) an integral part of the quality-adjusted life year

concept introduced by these investigators over 20 years ago.18
19 More recently; RAND

researchers developed and used generic measures in the Medical Outcome Study in order lito

compare patients who have different conditions by providing a common yardstick"20 against

which to measure outcomes.

Recognition of these advantages has led to the development of a host of generic

outcome questlonnalres," the most commonly used of which today is known as the SF-

36.22 Based on the outcome measures used in the Medical Outcome Study,20 the SF-36 (for

Short Form--36 items) is now in widespread use throughout the United States. including many

of the Patient Outcome Research Teams sponsored by the federal Agency for Health Care

Policy and Research.23 The SF-36 contains items related to several aspects of health-

related quality of life (HRQOL), including pain, extent of limits in daily activities, mental health,

and energy level. Researchers plan to use the input obtained from the SF-36 to assess the

HRQOL outcomes associated with various treatments.

Questionnaire Design and Calibration

In assessing the importance of the HRQOL outcomes reported by patients in a system

of outcomes management, scoring of the questionnaires used to detect and measure these

outcomes must reflect the actual values or preferences of the public. IS Unfortunately, like

many other generic questionnaires, the SF-36 is constructed without explicit reference to the

relative priority people place across and within different dimensions of HRQOL. For example,

the SF-36 contains fourteen items pertaining to physical functioning and performance of daily

activities, but only two items related to pain. Unless patients value functioning seven times as

much as relief or avoidance of pain (an empirical question addressed in this study), the results

from the SF-36 will be biased toward functioning and away from pain if aggregate scores are

calculated.

Similarly, scoring within items on the SF-36 is essentially arbitrary. For example, all

four of the following transltlons are assigned one point:
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1. A change from "gqod" to "fair" health

2. A change from "limited a little" to "limited a lot" in bathing and dressing one's self

3. A change from "feeling calm and peaceful "most of the time" to "a good bit of the
time"

4. A change from "accomplishing as much as one would like" to accomplishing less
than one would like (because of physical or emotional problems).

It is possible , however, that most people might consider transition #4 to be substantially worse

than #3, or vice versa. Similar instances of unequal weighting of preferences might be found

for many or most of the other Items.

The lack of empirical preference weights for the items contained in the SF-36 (and

most other HRQOL questionnaires) is a significant shortcoming, especially If these instruments

are to be used for the socially sensitive purpose of setting health care priorities. By contrast,

three other well-known generic instruments are calibrated according to empirically derived

preferences: the Quality of Well-Being Scale (QWB),24 the Nottingham Health Profile

(NHP)2526, and the Sickness Impact Profile (SIP).27

Unfortunately, all of these questionnaires are probably too long to be used in large-scale

patient outcome studies, Under a system of outcomes management, patients must continue

to complete the health status surveys regularly after they have contacted the health care

system , perhaps every six to twelve months following initial contact. This means, in tum, that

the surveys will need to be mailed to patients' homes at regular intervals for self

administration and returned to a central receiving center. Very high response rates will be

required if these outcome data are to command enough respect to guide priority-setting.

From the perspective of cost and ease of response, a coded postal-card version of the

questionnaire would probably be Ideal for this purpose; perhaps three or four items would be

the maximum for such a format. (See Part C for further discussion of survey logistics.)

The Rosser-Kind Index is the closest extant example of such an instrument." This

questionnaire has been used primarily for resource planning purposes in the United Kingdom

and Europe, but has seen little use in North America. The Rosser-Kind Index consists of two

items: one concerning pain (none, mild, moderate, and severe), the other on physical

functioning (eight levels, ranging from no limits to unconscious). We believe that these

generic HRQOL dimensions represent a reasonable distillation of the range of symptoms and

disabilities caused by medical conditions, diseases, and treatments. (See Reference [17] for

further discussion of this issue.)
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Based on our experiences in previous studies," 30 we modified the Rosser-Kind

Index to produce a four-item questionnaire (Figure 1) for use in outcomes management and

resource allocation. In Part A of this discussion paper we report the results of the

questionnaire calibration phase of this project. In Part B we describe our experience using the

questionnaire in a cohort of 400 cancer patients.

Preference Subgroups and the Problem of Discrimination

During the process of calibrating our test questionnaire -- dubbed the Quality of Life

and Health Questionnaire -- we also conducted a search for coherent preference subgroups.

An important unresolved issue in the field of resource allocation is whether people's

preferences differ significantly based on demographic characteristics or, particularly, on

whether they have experienced (or are experiencing) medical conditions or disabilities.

Concem over such differences was the stated reason for the initial denial of the waiver

needed by the State of Oregon to implement its much-discussed effort to set health care

priorities in its Medicaid proqram."

What is the evidence for differing preferences? There are some data suggesting that

preferences for specific health states may vary based on experience with those states.

People who have experienced specific states of poor health may rate those states higher,32

33304 lower," or the same" 37 as people without comparable experience. In contrast to

these inconsistent findings, people's preferences for generic outcomes are remarkably

consistent, irrespective of demographic or clinical characterlsncs." 38 39 40 41 4243

Indeed, this finding is perhaps the most consistent result within the entire field of preference

measurement. One might speculate that, in addition to their advantages in the outcome

assessment arena (as discussed above), generic outcomes may be easier for people to

comprehend (and to rate) in terms of preferences. This could be true because, although most

people have not experienced any given specific health state, almost everyone has

experienced pain and at least temporary limits on daily activities. This experience might

facilitate the assignment of preference values to generic health states.

The evidence concerning the uniformity of preferences for generic outcomes has at

least two shortcomings: (1) the small numbers of people enrolled in these studies (typically

less than 200) and (2) the lack of systematic searches for coherent preference subgroups. In

the present study, we obtained preferences from a diverse sample of 599 people, and made a

systematic effort to detect subgroups of people with significantly different preferences.
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II. METHODS

Sample

Subjects were 618 individuals recruited throughout the State of New Jersey from a

wide variety of settings, Including church and civic organizations and support groups for

patients with chronic illnesses or conditions. A special effort was made to include subjects

who represented a wide cross-section of demographic and clinical variables, Including people

with physical disabilities. The questionnaire was administered In small groups of about 10-12

people each. A trained facilitator provided preliminary instructions and assistance as

necessary. The completion rate was high overall; out of 618 surveys administered, 599

(96.9%) were completed.

Respondents were 61.4% female. The majority were Caucasian (70.6%) and African

American (18.3%), with the remainder (11.1%) mainly of Hispanic and Asian ethnicity. Ages

ranged from 14 to 91, with a mean of 48.9, a standard deviation of 20, and 90% of cases

between the ages of 20 and 75.

The sample was somewhat skewed in the direction of higher education and above

average income. For example, 21.4% of respondents reported an advanced degree, and

37.1% reported yearly incomes of above $50,000. Lower-income and less well educated

subjects were, however, reasonably represented; for example, 8.6% of subjects reported not

having completed high school and 20.3% reported yearly incomes of less than $15,000.

Preference-Measurement Instrument

Based on the results of two pilot studies,2930 we developed a specially designed

instrument designed to calibrate the four-item questionnaire shown in Figure 1. This latter

questionnaire was administered to a cohort of cancer patients, as described in Part B of this

discussion paper. The longer questionnaire used during this part of the study was designed

to assign weights to the 16 health states defined by the four levels each of physical suffering

and activity limitations. For reasons discussed more fully elsewhere'7 we analyzed separately

the level of emotions and of overall quality of life reported by patients, as a sort of "baseline

adjustment" in patients' response level. (See Part B.)

Each participant received a 32-page health preference survey that consisted of several

sections. The first section of the questionnaire asked subjects to rate the 16 health scenarios

on a scale of 0 = worst possible quality of life to 10 = best possible quality of life. Scenarios

were constructed by pairing each of four level of physical suffering (none, mild, moderate,
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severe) with each of four levels of activity limitations (none, mild, moderate, severe).

Accompanying each scenario was a cartoon figure that represented the combination of

physical suffering and activity impairment. (For illustrations and a more extensive discussion

of the cartoons and rating formats and their validation, see Ref. [30].) The scenarios were

presented individually in random order. We refer herein to these sixteen ratings as the direct

ratings.

The second section contained pairwise comparisons of health scenarios. The

scenarios compared were taken from the 16 scenarios above. In this section, a pair of

scenarios was presented and the subject asked to rate the extent to which one was preferred

to the other. For example, the first item in this section asked subjects to compare condition 1

= (no physical suffering + mildly limited activities) with condition 2 =(mild physical suffering +

no activity limitations). Note how this choice entails a trade-off between physical suffering and

activity limitation; all the pairwise comparisons had this characteristic.

We constructed 13 comparisons so that each of the 16 original scenarios, except the

(no suffering + no limitations) and (severe suffering + severe limitations) scenarios were

compared with at least one other scenario. The two extreme scenarios were excluded

because in pilot studies the former was always strongly preferred to all other conditions and

all other conditions were strongly preferred to the latter. Ratings were made on a scale of ·5

= strongly prefer condition "1" to +5 = strongly prefer condition "2", with 0 = no preference.

These are the paired comparison ratings.30
44

Section 3 of the questionnaire investigated how subjects valued tradeoffs between

increased life expectancy brought about by medical treatment and concomitant reduced

quality of life. The format was similar to the paired comparison items, except that each

scenario included a specific life expectancy. For example, the first item in this section asked

subjects to compare treatment outcome 1 = (no physical suffering + mildly limited activities +

12 month life expectancy) with treatment outcome 2 = (mild physical suffering + mildly limited

activities + 13 month life expectancy). The section contained 12 items with this format.

Ratings were made on the same scale of ·5 to 5 as with the paired comparison ratings. We

refer to these ratings as the time-tradeoff ratings.

Section 4 of the questionnaire examined how subjects believed their emotional status

and outlook on life are affect their quality of life. We do not report results from this section

here.

Section 5 contained four items that attempted to ascertain subjects' current quality of

life (QOL). The first item asked subjects to rate their level of physical suffering (none, mild,
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moderate, or severe) during the previous four weeks. The second asked them to rate their

activity limitations (none, mild, moderate, or severe) over the same period. The third item

asked subjects to rate their outlook on life (good, fair, somewhat poor, or very poor) over the

previous four weeks. The last item asked subjects to report their current overall quality of life

on a scale of 0 = worst possible to 10 = best possible. Note that this section is similar to the

actual quality-of-life survey tested in a cohort of cancer patients (Part B). Other sections

asked about the presence or absence of specific health conditions and demographic data,

including the presence of disabling conditions.

Statistical Analysis

As described above, subjects assigned direct ratings (on a 0 to 10 scale) to each of

the sixteen health states formed by crossing four levels of physical suffering with four levels of

activity limitation. The means of these direct ratings constituted the basic calibration of the

Quality of Ufe and Health Questionnaire (Figure 1). To determine whether one health state

was preferred over another, we assessed differences in ratings across pairs of health states

using paired Student's t-tests, with statistical significance set at p < .01. We considered

differences in ratings between pairs of states to be clinically significant if one state was rated

at least one-half point higher than the other state on our eleven-point scale.

As a validity check on the direct ratings, we calculated scale values for the same

sixteen health states using the paired-comparison ratings.30 For this analysis we used the

PAIR program for graded palred-cornparlsons." We then calculated the Pearson product

moment correlations between the scale values obtained from direct ratings and those derived

from the paired-comparisons. The time-tradeoff ratings were not compared with the direct

ratings or paired comparisons, but were used only in testing for the existence of coherent

preference subgroups.

In searching for differences in preferences across subgroups, we began with a

multivariate statistical test of association (forward stepwise regression) between the

demographic or clinical variable and each item set (the direct ratings, the paired comparison

ratings, and the time-tradeoff ratings). If a significant association between a demographic

variable and an item set emerged, we then examined the association of the demographic

variable with each item in the item set individually. All statistical analyses were conducted

both with and without statistical adjustment (via partial correlations) for potential confounding

variables. Statistical significance was defined as p < .05, although in many cases p values

were much lower.
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FIGURE 1

THE QUALITY OF LIFE AND HEALTH QUESTIONNAIRE

Instructions: Please check the box next to the word ([x]) that best describes how you have been feeling
over the past week.

PHYSICAL SUFFERING: Headaches, chest or back pain, arthritis, nausea or vomiting, shortness of
breath, dizziness, itching, etc.

NONE [ ] Physical suffering is rarely or never a problem.

MILD [ 1Somewhat bothersome problem but generally goes away by itself.

MODERATE [ 1More troubling problem with suffering.

SEVERE [ 1Extremely disturbing problem with suffering.

EMOTIONS/OUTLOOK ON LIFE: Feeling happy or sad, peaceful or nervous, and how much you look
forward to getting up in the morning. How much of a problem:

NONE [ ] Emotions and outlook on life are rarely or never a problem.

MILD [ ] Somewhat bothersome problem with feeling downhearted and blue.

MODERATE [ ] More troubling problem with feeling depressed or nervous.

SEVERE [ ] Extremely disturbing problem with feeling depressed or nervous .

DAILY ACTIVITIES: Working or favorite pastimes , doing things with friends and family, and basic self
care activities -. such as: bathing, getting dressed, eating, and going to the bathroom. How much of a
problem:

NONE [ ] Daily activities are rarely or never a problem.

MILD [ l Somewhat bothersome problem with being limited in activities.

MODERATE [ ] More troubling problem with having to reduce activities .

SEVERE [ l Extremely disturbing problem with having to reduce activities.

OVERALL, HOW WOULD YOU RATE YOUR QUALITY OF LIFE?
(Circle one number)

® @ © e ©
I I I I I I I , I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Worse Possible Half-way Between Best Possible
Quality of Life Worst and Best Quality of Life
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III. RESULTS

The mean ratings and standard deviations for the sixteen basic health states are

depicted in Figure 2. As a rule, differences in ratings of 0.3 units or greater were statistically

significant (p < .01). The correlation between the direct rating values and the scale values

. derived from the paired-comparisons was Irl = .94.

Effect of Subjects' Quality of Life on Ratings

The first factor we considered in our search for differences in preference patterns was

subjects' perceived level of their own quality of life. For example, persons who are very

healthy might rate an average health state as undesirable, whereas subjects who have a poor

current health-related quality of life might rate the same state as desirable. As noted earlier

we used four items to measure subjects' current HRQOL: current physical suffering, current

activity limitations, current emotional outlook, and current overall HRQOL.

Multivariate statistical analysis showed significant associations between the set of four

current HRQOL indices and all three preference rating sets. Association was strongest with

the direct ratings. This makes sense, because the comparative nature of items in the other

two sets should help reduce the confounding effect of current overall health status.

The strongest association was between the single-item overall current HRQOL rating

and the direct rating items; direct ratings for each of the 16 scenarios had significant individual

correlations with this variable (average Irl = .15). Mean health state ratings of subjects whose

current HRQOL was 9-10 (N = 316) was 5.4 (SD = 2.1); ratings for subjects with HRQOL < 8

(N =144) averaged 4.7 (SD =2.0). This difference is greater than the one-half rating point

which we considered a priori to be clinically significant.

Current emotional outlook correlated significantly with ratings on nine of the 16 direct

rating scenarios. By comparison, overall current HRQOL correlated significantly with only two

of the 13 paired comparison items and three of the 12 time-tradeoff items, and emotional

outlook was not significantly correlated with any item of the paired comparison or time

tradeoff sets.

The results demonstrate that subjects' current quality of life and emotional outlook (but

not their level of perceived physical suffering or limits on daily activities) may affect their

preference ratings for various health states. This finding indicates that emotional outlook and

perceived overall quality of life act similarly to "internally calibrate" subjects' ratings of health

states. As noted, this effect was most pronounced with use of the direct rating task. In the
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analyses reported below, when a current HRQOL item was significantly associated with a

demographic variable, the former was treated as a confounding variable in analyses involving

the latter.

Demographic Differences

The demographic variables considered were ethnicity, age, and gender. In considering

ethnicity we examined only African-American and Caucasian subjects, other groups being

insufficiently represented for statistical inference. We decided not to create a "non-Caucasian"

category, which we believed would be too heterogeneous for our present purposes. Ethnicity

was significantly associated with age and current emotional outlook, and assoclated at a

near-significant level (p =.057) with gender; after controlling for these possible confounds with

partial correlations, ethnicity remained significantly associated with five direct-rating items.

Caucasians rated these items lower (less desirable) than African-Americans. The mean

difference across the five items was .54, (Caucasian mean =2.91, African-American mean =
3.45). Each of these items includes either severe physical suffering or severely limited

activities, or both.

Ethnicity was significantly associated with only two paired comparison items; this

association remained significant after controlling for the covariates. The first of these two

items compared (no physical suffering + severely limited activities) with (mild physical suffering

+ moderately limited activities). The second compared (no physical suffering + moderately

limited activities) with (mild physical suffering + no activity limitations). For both comparisons,

Caucasians showed a greater preference for the second scenario. The results suggest that

the Caucasian subjects were more willing to accept the increment from none to mild physical

suffering in exchange for fewer activity limitations.

Age Differences

We next looked at whether preferences vary by age. Multivariate analyses revealed

significant overall association between respondent age and (i) the direct ratings, (ii) the paired

comparison ratings and (iii) the time-tradeoff ratings. Age was significantly associated with

ethnicity (African-American vs. Caucasian), sex, and current activity level ; the association of

age with (i), (ii), and (iii) remained significant after controlling for these possible confounds.

Five direct rating items were significantly correlated with age; four of

the correlations remained significant after controlling for the covariates.

For each of the four items, older subjects tended to give higher preference
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ratings. Three of the items involved moderate activity impairment. The results suggest that

older subjects are generally less averse to moderate physical suffering and moderate activity

impairment. This is not surprising, and may reflect a generally lower comparison level for

baseline functioning.

Three paired comparison items were significantly correlated with age; two remained

significantly correlated after controlling for the covaJiates. Older subjects showed greater

willingness to accept the change from no to mild physical suffering or mild to moderate

physical suffering in retum for the change from severe to moderate activity limitations. This

may be related to the previous result, i.e., that older subjects rate moderate

activity limitation better overall.

One time-tradeoff item significantly correlated with age; the effect was significant

controlling for covariates . The item suggests older subjects may be more will.ing to accept the

change from no to mild activity limitation in exchange for a slight increase in life span.

Gender Differences

The final demographic variable evaluated in this study was gender. Using the direct

rating task, respondent gender was significantly associated with (i) the direct rating items, (ii)

the paired comparison items and (iii) the time-tradeoff items.. After controlling for age,

ethnicity and current activity limitations, however, only (ii) remained significant; the association

of gender with (i), however, was near significant (p = .057).

Despite the significant multivariate association, only two direct rating items had

significant associations with gender that remained after adjusting for the covaJiates. Females

rated the condition (no physical suffering + no activity limitations) better (9.7 vs. 9.2) and the

condition (severe physical suffering + severe activity limitations) worse (1.5 vs. 1.9) than

males. A possible explanation is that males are less likely to give extreme ratings--either high

or low.

As before, we observed fewer differences across gender with the paired-comparison

task compared to the direct rating task. Indeed, no individual item among the paired

comparison ratings was significantly associated with gender when the effect of the covariates

was considered (even without considering the covariates, only one paired-comparison item

was significantly associated with gender).

As a final check for systematic effects of demographic factors on ratings, we calculated

for each subject an index [alpha] = P / (P + A), where P is the variance accounted for by

physical suffering and A is the variance
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accounted for by activity impairment. The index provides a rough estimate

of the importance of physical suffering compared to activity limitation in

determining a subject's preference ratings. For the entire population, [alpha] had a mean of

.51 and a median of .52, showing that, overall, physical suffering and activity impairment were

of near equal importance. The [alpha] index was not significantly associated with age,

ethnicity, or gender.

Examination of the paired-comparison data confirmed this result. We calculated the

mean of these ratings, reverse-scoring when necessary so that a mean above zero reflects

overall preference for less suffering (even at the expense of more activity limitations) and a

mean below zero reflects overall preference for fewer limits on activities (even at the expense

of more suffering). Mean rating for the 13 paired-comparison scenarios on the 0-10 point

scale was 0.12, again confirming near-equivalent importance placed on the two dimensions.

Again, no significant differences in mean rating were observed across demographic lines in a

muttlple linear regression analysis . Note that this rough equality in value between the two

dimensions means that the number of items in HRQOL questionnaires should be roughly

balanced between these two dimensions.

Effect on Ratings of Experience with Illness

Continuing our search for systematic differences in preference patterns, we next

evaluated the effects of having specific medical or disabling conditions on health state

preferences.

Specific items in the questionnaire asked about the presence or absence of 17 health

conditions, which we later grouped into three broad categories: (1) major rnedlcal illnesses, (2)

chronic symptomatic conditions, and (3) disabling conditions. The items in the major medical

illness category (with endorsement rates in parentheses) were: cancer (1.7%), diabetes

(1.2%), heart disease (6.3%), and other major medical problem (12.8%). The chronic

symptomatic condition items were: allergies (9.1 %), angina (5.8%), arthritis (33.3%), asthma

(10.2%), back problems (29.3%), chronic bowel inflammation (4.6%), and ulcer (5.2%). The

disabling conditions were: stroke and other neurological disorders (4.7%), incontinence (9.0%),

confinement to wheelchair (2.9%), trouble with vision (3.5%), cognitive impairment (20.8%),

and other disability or handicap (12.5%).

Multivariate analyses showed no significant association between any of the three broad

diagnostic categorizations and either the direct rating, the

paired comparison, or the time-tradeoff rating sets. Additional analyses
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of possible associations between the 17 specific health conditions and the

item sets showed several significant associations, but the total number of associations was

within that expected by chance alone.

As a final test for preference differences, we identified several subgroups based on

demographic and cli,nical factors, Including [number of subjects in each group shown in

bracketsl]:

(1) age < 40 [206],

(2) age> 65 [171],

(3) African-American [107],

(4) Caucasian [414],

(5) male [228],

(6) female [358],

(7) >50 years old, Caucasian, and female [105],

(8) <50, African-American, and male [21], and

Subjects who reported having in the preceding four weeks:

(9) no illness or conditions [183],

(10) one or more major illnesses only [22],

(11) one or more symptomatic illnesses only [148],

(12) one or more disabling conditions only [37],

(13) one or more conditions in two major diagnostic groups [206],

(14) one or more conditions in all three major diagnostic groups [57],

(15) quality of life of 9 or 10 [315],

(16) quality of life of 6 or less [86],

(17) no physical suffering [212],

(18) moderate or severe suffering [99],

(19) no activity limits [370],

(20) moderate or severe limits on activities [65],

(21) good outlook on life [425]

(22) poor or very poor outlook on life [28].

Relatively few cases were observed in which a subgroup's mean rating was different

from the average for the entire sample to a clinically significant extent (>= 0.5 rating points) .

More importantly, perhaps, no cases were observed in which a subqroup had a significant

preference for one state over a second state ( either statistically, Le., p < .05 on a paired t

test, or clinically, l.e., 0.5 rating point) when the entire sample significantly preferred the latter
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state. Nor were any cases found where a subgroup had a significant preference between a

pair of states when the entire sample was indifferent between those two states. Several

cases were observed, however, in which certain SUbgroups did not significantly prefer one

state over another despite the entire sample having a significant preference between those

states . (This phenomenon may be partly explained by the smaller sample sizes within

subgroups and resulting lower statistical power). For example, the entire sample and most

subgroups significantly preferred the state (no suffering + mild limits) over (mild suffering + no

limits). Six subgroups were indifferent between these two states, however. subjects with (1)

quality of life rated as 6 or less, (2) moderate or severely limited activities, (3) poor or very

poor outlook on life, (4) one or more major illnesses, (5) one or more disabling conditions, (6)

one or more illnesses or conditions in all three major diagnostic groups. This example typifies

a more general finding: that the subgroups who were indifferent between states that the entire

sample had a significant preference between were often more-impaired in terms of conditions ,

illnesses , or reported quality of life than the average subject.

Figure 3 shows the ratings assigned to two representative health states by several of

the patient subgroups listed above.

Preference Structure

The above analysis concludes our search for preference subgroups. In a final set of

analyses, we examined the structure of the mean preference ratings derived from both direct

rating and paired-comparison tasks. This analysis follows the analyses in our second pilot

study."

Figure 4 shows mean ratings on the 4 x 4 = 16 direct rating items across

all subjects. As noted above, the scale values derived from the paired-comparison analysis

correlated highly with the direct ratings (Irl = .94).

Figures 4 has several noteworthy features. First, the bottom line (severe physical suffering)

has a steeper slope (reflecting increasingly negative life quality) going from moderate to

severe activity limitation than from no to mild or from mild to moderate activity limitations; this

effect also occurs in the lines for moderate and mild physical suffering. An analogous effect

is shown by the comparatively large gap between the bottom line (severe physical suffering)

and the other three lines. For both physical suffering and activity limitation, then, the none,

mild, and moderate categories are roughly evenly spaced, with the severe condition more

distinct.

Second, the slope of the line denoting moderate physical suffering increases slightly
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from the activity impairment level categories of none to mild; this appears to suggests that,

given moderate physical suffering, subjects are essentially indifferent to mild versus no activity

limitations. This finding is an example of the phenomenon we call "paradoxical indifference."3o

We discuss this finding further below.

A third feature of the figure is the lack of parallelism between the lines. Parallel lines

would suggest a simple additive model for integrating negative life quality on the two

dimensions--that is, overall negative life quality for a scenario would be a simple sum of the

negative life quality associated with the level of suffering and the negative life quality

associated with the level of activity limitation. Instead, the lines have a "fan-shaped" structu re

such that each successive line's slope inc.reases as one goes from bottom (severe suffering)

to top (no suffering). This may indicate an asymptotic effect in preference formulation or

reporting: if negative life quality is already very poor, additional negative factors may

have relatively little effect. Whether this reflects true preferences or is an artifact of the

measurement procedures is not clear.

IV. Discussion

The most important finding emerging from our study is the clear absence of systematic

differences in comparative preferences for health states across demographic or clinical lines.

Very few differences in paired comparison and time-tradeoff ratings were observed. Even with

direct ratings, the substantial majority of health states were valued comparably by all

subgroups. Furthermore, no significant differences in comparative preference direction

emerged when directly rated states were examined in a pair-wise manner. Thus, concerns

about systematic preferences differences appear to be unfounded.

Our study has several limitations. First, we did not use random sampling to find our

subjects, which raises the possibility of bias and calls into question the generalizability of our

results. However, we did make a concerted effort to reach populations not typically captured

by preference exercises. Accordingly, we reached a relatively high number of low-income,

minority, ill and disabled individuals. Second, our subjects all came from one State, New

Jersey, raising similar questions about generalizability. We would be surprised, however, if

our subjects were systematically different from similarly situated people in other states. Third,

despite enrolling almost 600 subjeCts many subgroups contain far fewer subjects, thus limiting

the statistical power to detect differences in preference patterns.
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Preferences and Outcomes Management

The overall question addressed in this discussion paper is whether and how health

outcome information can be used to determine "what works" in medicine -- and to design a

fair and affordable resource allocation policy. Note that unwarranted attention to the few

areas of preference differences could produce highly problematic conclusions. For example, if

Caucasians were believed to be more averse to severe suffering and severe activity limits

than African-Americans (a conclusion supported by the results of the direct rating task, but not

the paired-comparison analysis), health care services that reduced severe suffering or limits in

activities might be deemed less desirable for African-Americans . This result is, of course,

unacceptable from a social and ethical perspective.

Another troublesome aspect of our findings, discussed briefly above, is the phenomenon

of paradoxical indifference. Paradoxical indifference (PI) occurs when two health states are

not rated as significantly different (p > .05) despite the fact that one state dominates the other

(e.g., mild suffering plus mild limits vs. mild suffering plus moderate limits). When this

phenomenon originally appeared in our second pilot studfO we hoped it would "go away"

when larger numbers of subjects were enrolled. This hope was partially realized, In that only

one instance of statistically significant PI was noted using the direct rating task (compared

with five instances in the pilot study). Specifically, we found that subjects were indifferent

(using the direct rating task) between no and mild activity limitations when suffering was

moderate. In fact, subjects actually preferred to have mild activity limitations to a statistically

significant extent (p =.02). Mean rating for this putatively more-impaired state was 6.00, SD =
1.94, versus 5.83, SD =1.70 (N =591) for moderate suffering + no limits.

The observed preference for (or indifference between) mild activity limitations (versus no

limits) when suffering is stipulated to be moderate or severe might be explained simply by

noting that most people probably would expect or desire to "take it easy for awhile" when they

are experiencing significant pain or other form of physical suffering. This finding cannot be

explained by the presence of the cartoon figures, because the same preference pattern was

observed in our prior study when no figures were used. We discuss at more length in our

previous paper> the difficulties entailed by paradoxical preferences for resource allocation

planning.

Perhaps the most important finding concerning the structure of preferences is the extra

weight placed on avoidance of severe suffering or severe limits on daily activities. Thus,

services that offer relief of (or improvement in) severe suffering or activity limitations should

receive highest priority in systems of health care resource allocation. This result may seem
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self-evident, but our results lend what might be an important element of empirical support to

such a policy.

In Part B of this discussion paper we describe the results of administering our brief four

item questionnaire to a cohort of some 400 cancer patients. The changes over time in

HRQOL reported by those patients is scored according to the preferences derived in this part

of the study. We model how the use of observed HRQOL outcomes might be used in a

system of outcomes management for purposes of resource allocation.
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Part B

Questionnaire Validation

I. Introduction

In Part A of this discussion paper we described how a brief, generic questionnaire might

be used to measure patients' health-related quality of life (HRQOL) over time on a large-scale,

national basis. Such a system of "outcomes rnanapement'' could be used to ascertain the

effectiveness of health care services. This information, in tum, could improve clinical decision

making and help society ensure universal access to treatments and procedures that "work,"

while curtailing public spending for those that do not.

Determining "what works" depends on public values concerning the outcomes of care."

In Part A we reported our experience with calibrating a generic four-item questionnaire -- the

Quality of Life and Health Questionnaire (QLHQ) -- according to the preferences of about 600

individuals from various walks of life. We did not detect any systematic differences in

preferences based on demographic or clinical factors.

In Part B we describe our experience with the QLHQ in a cohort of 400 cancer patients.

The main purpose of the present study was to test the validity of this brief questionnaire under

conditions amenable to its use in a system of outcomes management. Therefore, we used a

mail-in format designed to maximize response rate, as discussed in Part A. Patients

completed the QLHQ at the time of initial enrollment and again three and six months later.

A major problem with all quality of life research is the lack of an objective "gold

standard" against which to measure the validity of patient self-reports. In a sense, patients'

statements about how they feel about the quality of their own .lives could be considered the

gold standard itself. After all, can a patient think he has a good quality of life, and be wrong?

Can he have a good quality of life without knowing it? Perhaps not, but patients may

nonetheless get confused about meanings, may answer in ways they believe will please the

interviewer or physician, or may not wish to share their true feelings. In addltlon, it is well

known that patients' evaluations of their health depend as much or more on psychological or

emotional factors than on objective indicators of health or function." 46 For these reasons,

It Is necessary to make some effort to assess the extent to which patients' self-reports reflect

their "true" health-related quality of life. Only then can one hope to assess how well

questionnaires capture this truth.

We describe our approach to this problem below.
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II. METHODS

Subjects

Subjects were 400 patients with newly diagnosed advanced-stage cancer of various

types. Subjects were recruited from cancer clinics at the University of Colorado Health

Sciences Center and the Veterans Administration Hospital, both in Denver. We selected

these patients for two reasons: because (1) we expected that HROOL for patients with

advanced cancer might change over the succeeding several months due to the effects of the

cancer and its treatments, and (2) we believed that this cohort of patients, consisting of many

elderly, low-income, and quite ill patients, would provide a reasonable test of the feasibility of

periodic, patient-completed HRQOL questionnaires.

The study protocol was approved by the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center

human subjects committee, and each participating patient gave informed consent. Patients

agreeing to participate in the study completed the QLHQ at the time of initial enrollment.

Subsequently, project staff mailed additional copies of the QLHQ to all patients three and six

months after initial enrollment. Patients were asked to indicate which of the described four

levels within each of the three dimensions of HRQOL best described their status over the

preceding week. In addition, patients rated their overall quality of life on an 11-point scale, as

shown in Figure 1.

We collected a core set of baseline data on each patient, including: (1) age, (2) gender,

(3) type of cancer (e.g., lung, breast), (4) stage of cancer, and (5) presence or absence of

heart failure, diabetes, and history of stroke. Shortly after initial enrollment the medical record

was obtained to determine what types of treatment, if any, were employed against the cancer.

Assessing Questionnaire Validitv

The major issue addressed during this part of the study was the validity of the patient

completed QLHQ as an indicator of patients' "true" HROOL. As noted earlier, there is no

"objective gold standard" for measuring patients'. "true" HRQOL. We therefore compared the

results of the QLHQ with results of-a standardized telephone interview conducted by one of

two research assistants . This telephone interview was first conducted two to three days after

initial enrollment and again immediately after receipt of the patient's completed questionnaire

by mail three and six months thereafter. The interviewer did not know the results of the

QLHQ at the time of the interview. If necessary, several attempts were made to contact

patients via telephone over a period of at least one week, at different times of the day.

Patients were considered lost to follow-up if there was no response to a follow-up letter or to a
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minimum of five telephone calls.

Telephone interviewers completed a standardized form designed to address the three

HRQOL dimensions contained in the QLHQ. Figure 5 lists the major questions asked by the

interviewers, who selected the level most closely matching the patients' responses. Detailed

follow-up questions were asked as needed to clarify patients' responses. The first fifteen

patient interviews were conducted by one interviewer (a1temating as to which one), with the

other interviewer listening over a telephone extension. (This was done with the patients'

knowledge and consent.) Each interviewer completed a response form independently;

responses were compared after the interview was completed, and any differences discussed.

Responses were nearly identical after the first ten patients, with no more than one answer

differing (by one level) on the entire response form. We believe that the ratings of these

interviewers, who together conducted over 1,000 standardized telephone interviews, comes as

close to a true "gold standard" of patient HRQOL as is likely to be identified.

Interviewers' responses to the questions in Figure 5 were transformed into summary

scores reflecting patients' status along each of the three basic dimensions of HRQOL. Within

each dimension, each "a" level answer was assigned zero points, each "b" level answer was

assigned one point, each Me" level answer was assigned two points, and each "d" level answer

was assigned three points. The sum of the total number of points scored within each

dimension was used as an overall index for that dimension. The degree of correlation

between each summary score and the corresponding patient response on the QLHQ was

measured using Pearson's product-moment correlations. Overall HRQOL scores obtained

from patients and interviewers were also compared in this way.

Correlations among measures were evaluated using the multitrait-multimethod (MTMM)

analysis described by Campbell and Fiske.30
47 In this setting, the "tralts' to be measured

were patients' physical suffering, limits on daily activities, and emotional outlook. Each of

these three traits was .measured at the time of initial enrollment and three and six months

later, producing a total of nine separate and distinguishable "sub-traits." Thus, for purposes of

this analysis we treat physical suffering at three months as a trait distinct from physical

suffering at six months. This construction is based on the assumption that a valid

questionnaire should be able to detect change in physical suffering (and in other dimensions

of HRQOL) over time. This characteristic has been termed 'responsfveness,"" but probably

is best considered simply as "validity-aver-time.M49

Each of the nine traits was measured using two methods: the original QLHQ patient self

reports and the aggregate trait scores obtained through the follow-up telephone interviews, as
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FIGURE 5

STANDARDIZED TELEPHONE INTERVIEW

Physical Suffering

1. How much pain have you experienced in the last week?

a) None
b) A little
c) Ouite a bit
d) Severe pain

2. How much nausea/vomhing have you had in the last week?

a) None
b) A little
c) Ouite a bh
d) Severe nausea/vomiting

3. Does pain or other symptoms keep you awake at night?

a) Never or rarely
b) Sometimes
c) Often
d) Very often or almost every night

Daily Activhies

1. How often are you able to do things you enjoy or that are important to you?

a) Very often or al,most every day
b) Often
c) Sometimes
d) Never or rarely

2. How much help do you need getting around?

a) No help
b) A little help
c) Moderate amount of help
d) A lot of help

3. How much assistance do you need taking care of daily needs such as getting dressed or eating?

a) No help
b) A little help
c) Moderate amount of help
d) A lot of help
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FIGURE 5 (CaNT.)

STANDARDIZED TELEPHONE INTERVIEW

Emotions and Outlook on Life

1. How often this week have you felt depressed and upset?

a) None
b) A little
c) Quite a bit
d) Very often/most of the time

2. How much of a problem have you had this past week with sleeping at night
nervousness or anxiety?

a) None
b) A little
c) Quite a bit
d) Very often/major problem

3. How happy are you feeling these days?

a) Very
b) Somewhat
c) A little
d) Not at all

because of

Interviewer's global estimate of patient's quality of life (0-10 scale, o-worst possible quality of life, 1a-best
possible quality of life).

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

(Circle one number)
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described above. In this test of questionnaire validity, correlations between two methods'

measures of a given trait (I.e., monotrait, heteromethod values) should be higher than (1) the

correlations between these two methods' measures of separate traits (heterotrait,

heteromethod) and (2) a single method's measure of different traits (heterotrait, monomethod) .

We also conducted a separate MTMM analysis of the validity of the global

0-10 HRQOl item. Here, the traits to be measured were overall HRQOl at zero, three, and

six months. The different methods of measurement were (1) patients' self-reported HRQOl

on the 0-10 item, (2) the sum of patients' scores on physical suffering, limits on activities, and

emotional outlook, (3) the interviewers' 0-10 estimate of the patient's HRQOl, and (4) the

overall sum of the interviewer's aggregate index scores on suffering, limits, and outlook. We

hypothesized that the correlation coefficients among measures taken at a single time point

should be higher than correlations among measures taken at different times.

MTMM analysis is generally considered to provide evidence of construct validity, l.e., the

index measure should correlate more highly with measures hypothesized to assess the same

construct than with measures hypothesized to assess different constructs. In this case,

however, because the second measurement method was the follow-up telephone interview -

which we took as an indication of "true" HRQOl -- we believe that the MTMM analyses can

also reasonably be considered to reflect concurrent or criterion validity.

Our second approach to assessing the validity of the self-reported quality of life

measures was to compare the results of these measures with subsequent observed mortality

rates. It is well-established that global measures of health are highly correlated with mortality

risk." 51 52 53 54 For example, Mossey and shapiro" found that people whose self-rated

health was poor experienced two-year mortality rates about three times higher than those who

rated their health as excellent. We compared patients' baseline status on each HROOl

dimension with mortality rates observed six months after enrollment. We hypothesized that

patients reporting poorer initial HROOl would experience higher mortality rates.

To assess the degree of association between baseline HRQOl and mortality, we

calculated chi-square values on n x 2 contingency tables on mortality and each HRQOl

dimension (including overall quality of life). Significance levels were set at p < .05. We then

compared the mortality rates of patients who reported no problem versus some degree of

problem with (1) suffering, (2) limits on activities, and (3) outlook at baseline -- as well as

patients above versus below various cutoff points in initial overall quality of life and health

state weights. To obtain this latter parameter we placed patients into one of 16 health states

(ranging from "no suffering and no limits" to "severe suffering and severely limited") by
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combining their responses to the physical suffering and daily activity items, as described in

Part A of this discussion paper. We assigned weights to these states based on the results of

the direct-rating task described in Part A. Differences in mortality rates between the various

pairs of comparison groups were assessed using simple chi-square analyses, with significance

set at p < 0.05. Finally, we conducted multivariate analyses (i.e., logistic regression) to

assess the effect of baseline HRQOL dimensions on mortality after controlling for other

significant predictor variables, including demographic, clinical, and treatment variables.

Significance was again set at p < .05 in these analyses.

Our final set of analyses assessed the extent to which reported changes in HROOL over

time (Le., quality-of-Iife outcomes) could be accounted for (or predicted) by baseline factors ,

including demographic and clinical characteristics and patients' self-reported HROOL. We

examined the effect of age, gender, hospital (VA vs. University), staqe of cancer, treatment

selected, and self-reported HRQOL on changes in quality of life over time. For these

analyses we created two sets of HRQOL-outcome variables . First, we created change scores

for each dimension of HRQOL by subtracting the baseline rating on a given dimension

(including overall quality of life) from the rating obtained on that dimension .six and twelve

months later. Second, we created a separate set of change scores based on the difference in

preference weights of the health states reported at baseline and at six and twelve months.

Change scores on individual HRQOL ratings and on health-state weights were treated

as continuous outcome variables. We first assessed the univariate association of these

scores and each candidate predictor variable (l.e., demographic and clinical characteristics,

treatments , and baseline HRQOL ratings) using a simple chi-square test; variables found to be

significantly associated with change scores were entered into multiple linear regressions in

order to determine the extent to which they accounted for observed changes in quality of life

after controlling for other significant predictor variables. Because of the large number of

statistical tests performed in these analyses, we considered an association significant if its p

value was less than or equal to 0.01.

III. Results

Figure 6 summarizes the characteristics of our patient sample. Six patients died or

dropped out prior to the first telephone interview, leaving 394 patients in our sample .

Questionnaire Validity

We first examined the extent to which patients' self-reported HRQOL ratings correlated

with ratings obtained on the corresponding dimensions during the subsequent telephone
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FIGURE 6

CHARACTERISTICS OF PATIENT SAMPLE

N =394 Type of cancer

Female 66% Lung 14%

Age (Median =60) Breast 10%

18-35 9% Gastrointestinal 11%

36-50 22% Genitourinary 23%

51-65 35% Lymphoma 10%

66-80 31% Leukemia 6%

Over 80 3% Other 25%

Diabetes 6% Stage II 6%

Heart failure 10% Stage III 47%

History of stroke 2% Stage IV 47%

Treatment received:

Chemotherapy 47%

Surgery 20%

Radiation 7%

Hormones 5%

Immunotherapy 3%

None 21% .

Note: Some patients received more than one treatment modality. Cancer was classified
according to standard staging protocols, with Stage III generally involving regional spread
(including lymphatic system) and Stage IV associated with distant metastases.
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interviews. As described above, we used the results of these interviews to create summary

scores for each dimension of HRQOL. These scores were compared to patients' responses

using a multitrait-multimethod analysis. Figure 7 is a correlation matrix among these various

measures. Underlined values show the validity diagonals, which represent the convergences

of the two separate measurement methods on each of the nine traits (e.g., activity limits at

three months). (These are the "monotrait, heteromethod" correlations.) Mean correlations on

the validity diagonals was 52.9 (SO 12.7); off-diagonal correlations averaged 32.7. This

difference was highly significant (p = .001 on a Student's t-test). Also, note that the on

diagonal values were usually the highest value in their respective rows and columns. This is

the expected pattern for valid measures. Thus, we conclude that patients' responses to the

separate HRQOL dimensions contained in the QLHQ were validated by the separate

telephone interviews. That is, patients response to, for example, the suffering item "really did"

reflect suffering, rather than emotional status, activities, or some other construct.

Figure 8 shows the results of a separate MTMM analysis on the global HRQOL

measure. Again, underlined values represent monotrait, heteromethod convergence on

validity diagonals. On-diagonal correlation coefficients averaged 64.2 (SO 10.0); mean off

diagonal correlation was 41.3 (SO 9.5). This difference was also statistically significant (P =

.0001 on a Student's t-test). Thus, the global 0-10 HRQOL item manifested evidence of

excellent validity over time. Again, on-diagonal values were usually the highest value in their

respective rows and columns.

Mortality Analyses

We next examined the extent to which initial self-reported HRQOL scores corresponded

with mortality risk. By six months after enrollment, 21 of our original 394 patients were lost to

follow-up. We believe that most of these patients probably died, but we were unable to

confirm this suspicion. Of the remaining 374 patients, 59 (16%) were confirmed to have died

within six months. If all 21 patients lost to follow-up are assumed to have died, the overall six

month mortality rate would have been 20%. As a sensitivity analysis of sorts, we used both

the proportion of patients confirmed dead at six months and the total proportion of patients

who were either confirmed dead or lost to follow-up at six months in our mortality analyses.

As expected, baseline patient self-reported HRQOL was significantly associated with six

month mortality risk. Chi-square values for each of the three 4 x 2 contingency tables created

using the three basic dimensions of HRQOL (l.e., physical suffering, limits on activities, and
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FIGURE 7

CORRELATION MATRIX OF PATIENTS' AND INTERVIEWERS'
RESPONSES TO DIFFERENT HRQOL DIMENSIONS

(obs=273)

suffO activO emotO suf f J activ3 emot3 suff6
--------+---------------------------------------------------------------

suffO 1.0000
activO 0.5240 1.0000

emotO 0.4009 0.3659 1 .0000
sufn 0 .2745 0 .2409 0.1725 1.0000

activ3 0 .2660 0.3245 0.2764 0.4606 1.0000
emot3 0.2080 0.2448 0.3910 0.3939 0.5591 1.0000
suff6 0.3408 0.2567 0.2860 0 .4498 0.3723 0.3826' 1.0000

activ6 0.2788 0.2808 0.2888 0 .3350 0.4348 0.3232 0.6402
emot6 0.1589 0 .2252 0 .3216 0.2602 0.3191 0.5022 0.5941

psufsurnO 0.40-62 0.3267 0.2414 0.2798 0.2629 0.2765 0.2897
pactsurnO 0.2592 0.2859 0.2148 0.1339 0.2573 0.2006 0.2211
pemosurnO 0.2034 0.2135 0.4225 0.2432 0.3131 0.3822 0.2877
psufsum3 0.2912 0.2879 0.3210 0.5189 0.4124 0.3961 0.4257
pactsum3 0.2391 0.3572 0.2404 0.4199 0.5967 0.4007 0 .3660
pemosurn3 0 .2664 0 .2483 0.4030 0.3101 0.4694 0 .6127 0.3568
psufsum6 0 .2467 0.1570 0.2752 0 .3967 0 .3327 0.3558 0.6290
pactsum6 0.1841 0.1522 0.1812 0.3337 0.3633 0.2610 0.5187
pemosum6 0.1807 0.1681 0.3317 0.2787 0.3340 0.4487 0.5814

activ6 emot6 psufsumO pactsurnO pemosumO psufsurn3 pactsum3
--------+--------------------------------------------------7------------

activ6 1 1.0000
emot61 0.5183 1.0000

psufsurnOI 0.2327 0.1837 1.0000
pactsumOI 0.3007 0.1970 0.3037 1.0000
pemosumOI 0.2487 0.3071 0.4247 0.3089 1.0000
psufsurn31 0 .3477 0.3015 0.3605 0 .1596 0 .3043 1.0000
pactsurn3 1 0 .5029 0 .3114 0.2758 0 .3422 0.2798 0 .3687 1.0000
pemosum3 1 0.3001 0.3916 0.3097 0 .1508 0.4688 0.4797 0.4231
psufsurn6 1 0.4523 0.4177 0.3875 0.1395 0.2769 0.5360 0.2928
pactsurn6 1 0 .6281 0.4157 0.2324 0 .2276 0.1951 0.3170 0.5309
pemosurn6 1 0 .5059 0.6481 0.2431 0.1073 0.2958 0.3450 0.2867

1.0000
1.0000
0.4932

1.0000
0.5075
0.5411

pemosum3 psufsurn6 pactsurn6 pemosurn6
--------+------------------------------------
pemosurn3 1 1.0000
psufsum61 0.3824
pactsum6 1 0.2587
pemosum6 1 0.5098

. Legend.

From QLHQ:
suffx = patient's reported degree of physical suffering at time x
emotx = patient's reported emotional outlook at time x
activx = patient's reported degree of activity limitation at time x
qolx = patient's reported overall HRQOL at time x

From telephone interview:
psufsumx = interviewer's summary score on suffering at time x
pemosurnx = interviewer's summary score on emotional outlook at time x
pactsurnx = interviewer's summary score on activity limitation at time x

Underlined values represent monotrait, heteromethod convergences (see text) .
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FIGURE 8

CORRELATION MATRIX FOR OVERALL HRQOL MEASURES

1.0000
0.4691
0.3432
0.6857
0.3762
0.2863

1.0000
0.3289
0.5269
0.6782
0.3781
0.5614
0.7595

1 .0000
0.5284
0.3223
0.6292
0.4609
0.4285
0 .7234
0 .4961

1.0000
0.4021
0.3866
0.4892
0.3908
0.2882
0.4828
0.4616
0.2950

1.0000
0.2435
0.4547
0.7156
0 .2796
0.5116
0.7128
0.3120
0.4611
0.6303

1.0000
0.5663
0.4162
0.7000
0.4502
0.3746
0.6473
0.5064
0.4228
0.6654
0.4464

(obs=267)
I qolO qo13 qo16 tot sumO totsum3 totsum6 pqolO

--------+------ ---------------------------------------------------------
qolO 1.0000
qo13 0.4709
qo16 0.3741

tot sumO 0.6618
totsum3 0.2598
totsum6 0.3552

pqolO 0 .4753
pqo13 0.3385
pqo16 0.3450

ptotsumO 0.4124
ptotsum3 0.3424
ptotsum6 0.2826

1.0000
1 .0000
0 .5944

1.0000
0.5008
0.3767

1. 0000
0.2966
0.5112
0.7624

pqo13 pqo16 ptotsumO ptotsum3 ptotsum6
--------+---------------------------------------------

.pqo13 I 1. 0000
pqo16\ 0.6168

ptotsumO I 0.4300
ptotsum3 1 0.7244
ptotsum6 1 0 .5388

Legend.

From QLHQ:
qolx = Patient's reported overall HRQOL at time x
totsurnx = Sum of patient's scores on suffering, limits, and emotions at
time "x

From telephone interviews:
pqolx = interviewer's estimate of patient's overall HRQOL at time x
ptotsumx = Sum of interviewer's scores on suffering, limits, and
emotions at time x

Underlined values represent monotrait, heteromethod convergences (see text) .
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outlook on life) versus mortality were significant at p < .001. Chi-square for the 11 x 2

contingency table on overall baseline HRQOL versus mortality was significant at p = .004.

Figure 9 summarizes the mortality rates of different patient subgroups. In general,

patients with higher baseline HRQOL, higher-weighted health states, or lesser degrees of

impairment on the three basic HRQOL dimensions experienced six-month mortality rates of

about 10% and combined dead/lost-to-follow-up rates of about 14%. Patients with lower

baseline HRQOL, lower-weighted health states, or more impairment on the three basic

HRQOL dimensions had mortality rates of about 18% and combined dead/lost-to-follow-up

rates of about 24%. As shown in Figure 6, most of these differences were statistically

significant.

The observed significant effects on mortality rate of baseline HRQOL parameters

persisted in multivariate analyses; the only other variables found to be significantly associated

with six-month mortality were stage of cancer and presence of lung cancer. Treatment

variables did not predict mortality.

Changes in HRQOL Over Time

We next examined trends in patient-reported HRQOL over time. Figure 10 depicts the

pattem of results observed for the HRQOL measures, including (1) pain and physical

suffering, (2) emotions/outlook on life, (3) limitations in daily activities, (4) overall quality of life,

(5) health state weights (i.e., weighted combination of suffering and limits, as described

above), and (6) interviewer's global estimate of patients' HRQOL. Scores were transformed to

parallel the overall quality-of-life measures, i.e., a value of 10 indicated the most desirable

situation (e.g., no suffering or limits on activities) and a value of 0 the least desirable situation

(e.g., severe suffering or limits).

.It can be seen that the measures changed relatively little over the six-month period.

For our analyses of changes in quality of life we used the change-score derived by

subtractinq six-month overall quality of life ratings or six-month health-state weights from

corresponding ratings and weights at baseline. Figure 11 depicts the distribution of six-month

quality-of-Iife change scores. Using multiple linear regression analysis we determined that the

most powerful predictor of change in quality of life or weighted health states was initial quality

of life and health state, respectively. Interestingly, higher baseline ratings (meaning better

initial HRQOL) were significantly associated with decreases in quality of life over time. For

example, the 146 patients who were known to be alive at six months and who rated their initial
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FIGURE 9

Differences in Mortality and Lost-to-Follow-up Rates

Values on Number Number Dead or
Baseline Parameters Dead Lost to Follow-up

Overall HRQOL
>=8 17/163 (.10)8 23/169 (.14)b
<8 41/210 (.20) 57/225 (.25)

Extent of Suffering

None 10/105 (.10)C 13/108 (.12)d
Mild, Moderate, Severe 48/268 (.18) 67/286 (.23)

Extent of Limits
on Activities

None 13/141 (.09)d 20/148 (.14)d
Mild, Moderate, Severe 45/232 (.19) 60/246

Extent of Problems
with Outlook on Life

None 15/137 (.11)8 19/141 (.14)d
Mild, Moderate, Severe 43/235 (.18) 61/252 (.24)

Health State Weight

>=7 14/156 (.09)' 22/163 (.13)'
<7 44/217 (.20) 58/231 (.25)

Differences significant at:
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overall quality of life as "8" or higher, experienced an average decrease in quality of life of 0.9

rating units. By contrast, the 168 patients alive at six months who rated their initial quality of

life less than "8" experienced an average improvement in quality of life of 0.7 rating points.

This difference in change scores was significant at the p =.0001 level. Similar pattems were

observed for changes in weighted health states.

The inverse association of initial HRQOL and HRQOL outcome persisted in multivariate

analyses. Gender was the only other variable found to have a significant effect on overall

quality-of-life outcomes. Men experienced an average decrease in overall quality of life of

0.14 rating points, whereas women experienced an average improvement of 0.57 rating

points. This difference was significant at p =.001. With regard to six-month changes in

health-state weights, both gender and stage of cancer were significantly associated with

changes in weights in multivariate analyses (in addition to baseline health-state weight). Men

experienced an average improvement in health-state weight at six months of 0.10; women

improved by 0.96. This difference was significant at p < .001.

IV. Discussion

We observed high correlations between self-reported HRQOL on the Quality of Ufe and

Health Questionnaire (QLHQ) and subsequent standardized, in-depth telephone interviews.

Results of the MTMM analyses indicate that both the separate dimensions of HRQOL

(suffering, activity limits and emotions) and global HRQOL measure provide reasonable

reflections of the actual underlying constructs, both at a single time point and over time. In

addition, we observed the expected pattem between initial self-reported HRQOL and

subsequent mortality. These findings demonstrate that the QLHQ, when completed by

patients in a mail survey format, is a valid measure of patients' actual HRQOL.

We achieved high compliance rates in our study; in fact, all but two patients who did not

die and who were not lost to follow-up completed all three QLHQ questionnaires at baseline

and at three and six months. Although several patients required reminder telephone calls, in

general we found that patients were extremely enthusiastic about providing us with information

about their HROOL. Indeed, patients would often "pour their hearts out" to us about their

experiences. Although this high level of compliance would not be expected in the setting of

large-scale outcome management programs, we beleve that the brief format and easily

understood questions would facilitate high compliance rates even in this latter setting.

The finding of significant inverse associations between baseline HRQOL and quality-of

life outcome is probably due in large part to regression to the mean. A related "ceiling" effect
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on HROOL is also at work; patients who rate their initial HRQOL very high have little or no

room for improvement, but lots of room for worsening. Patients who rate their initial HRQOL

lower may have as much or more room to improve than to deteriorate . The significance of

this inverse association for purposes of outcomes management is uncertain, although clearly

initial quality-of-life ratings or weights must be entered into multivariate analyses of outcomes

to control for this phenomenon.

In our study we did not detect any treatment effects on either mortality or HRQOL

outcomes after correction for gender and type and stage of cancer. This is not surprising,

because our sample contained relatively few patients with a given type or stage of cancer

(see Figure 6), and even fewer patients with a given type of cancer who received a particular

treatment. Much larger studies, such as are envisioned by Ellwood in systems of outcomes

management, would potentially contain thousands of patients with a given type and stage of

cancer. With such large numbers of patients, we would often expect to find significant

differences in health outcomes across altemate courses of treatment for patients with a given

clinical condition. Indeed, such findings form the very basis for the concept of outcomes

measurement and management.

In our analyses we used change scores to depict the difference between Initial and

subsequent HRQOL. Altematively, the subsequent scores themselves (e.g., six-month overall

HRQOL) could be used as the dependent variables in multivariate outcome analyses .

Inclusion of initial HRQOL scores in either case should help to minimize the biasing effect of

initial HRQOL on outcome inferences.

Use of a Global HRQOL Measure

For reasons summarized above, we believe that the QLHQ can provide a useful and

valid basis for regularly surveying larg"e numbers of patients concerning their HRQOL. The

generic states depicted in the QLHQ adequately represent, we believe, the range of

symptoms and limitations produced by medical conditions and diseases -- as well as the

improvements (or worsenings) of symptoms and limitations produced by medical and surgical

treatments and procedures. Indeed, when very large samples are obtained, outcome

analyses might reasonably be focused on changes in the single, global HRQOL measure

contained in the QLHQ. Use of single measure would almost certainly improve compliance

rates over even a four-item questionnaire.

Use of a global, generic HRQOL item for purposes of outcomes management raises

several questions . First, what about the problem of questionnaire calibration discussed in Part
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A of this article? In a sense, however, single-item global measures might be considered

"internally calibrated," especially when they are anchored, as ours was, by terms such as

"best possible quality of life" and "worst possible quality of life." For example, a patient who

selected a 7 as most closely representing his current HRQOL would be saying, in effect, that

he considers his HRQOL about 70% as desirable as the best possible quality of life. This

element of desirability closely parallels the notion of preferences and values.

Beyond this conceptual similarity between global measures and preference-weighted

health states, we observed in this study empirical support for the comparability of these two

types of measures. Specifically, our global HRQOL measure closely paralleled the health

state weights produced by assigning the empirically derived scale values (per Part A of this

article) to the various combinations of physical suffering and activity limits reported by

patients. This similarity was apparent both in the multivariate and mortality analyses reported

in the Results section and in the observed changes in patients' HRQOL over time, as depicted

in Figure 10. Global patient-reported HRQOL fell in the middle of the seven measures

depicted in that Figure.

Other investigators have advocated the use of single-item measures for capturing

patients' HRQOL over time, including Gough et aI., who recommended that patients be asked

a single question: "Overall, how would you rate your quality of life today?,,55 These

investigators note that such global indicators correlate well with multi-dimensional constructs

and that more complex conceptualizations of quality of life require an incre

ase in the complexity of patient outcome questionnaires. Moreover, many multi-item

questionnaires are validated by the extent to which the aggregate score on all items correlates

with a single "overall quality of life" item. Why not, then, use the single item in the first

place?

An additional argument in favor of single-item questionnaires was mentioned above,

namely the fact that responses to single measures correlate significantly with mortality risk.50-54

We observed similar correlations in the present study. This universal finding is further

evidence that single, global measures can provide valid depictions of patients' overall state of

health.

Alvan Feinstein identified additional advantages of single-item questionnaires, noting that

longer, rnuttlple-ltem questionnaires Mare seldom satisfactory for individual patients, because

the main focus of clinical concern or management may be lost, obscured, or not included

among all the other information that surrounds it."56 A single-item, "global index," on the

other hand, may be the best way of letting the patient decide and indicate the rating for
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Figure 10
Behavior Over Time or HRQOL Parameters
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whatever he or she chooses to emphasize as the important features of life. Furthermore, if

the indexes have an adequate number of categories, they may be particularly desirable for

letting patients use their own criteria to determine changes in their status.56
,(p.MS53)

Finally, good to excellent reliability and validity have been observed for several single

item HRQOL ouestlonnalres," 58 including the Delighted-Terrible scale." 59 the Faces

scaie", and the Ladder Scale."

Induction Problems

Even when data are aggregated into rnasslve data sets, complete with global HROOL

measures, the results of retrospective outcome analyses may be difficult to accept at face

value. It is widely appreciated that all non-experimental (Le., non-randomized) study designs

are vulnerable to a variety of biases, particularly with respect to the presence of unmeasured

confounders." For this reason, the medical records used to supply data to systems of

outcomes managment should contain as much information as possible about comorbidities,

severity of illness, and other variables related to outcomes in order to permit statistical

adjustment of observed outcomes and to strengthen causal inferences."

Even under the best of circumstances, however, it will be difficult to forge what Ellwood

called the "link [between] the actions and observations of thousands of health professionals

with [the outcomes of] millions of patients. 111 Ellwood acknowledges that "major questions

surround attempts to measure the impact of medical care on quality of life," including the

potential for bias, but he argues that outcomes management "would generate information

about the results of the natural, seemingly random variations in practice style." This

overstates the methodological case for what would be, in effect, a massive case-control study,

In Part C we discuss further the problem of interpreting observational outcome data. .

In summary, we have demonstrated that very brief, mail questionnaires, perhaps

consisting of a single, global measure of HRQOL, can serve as a valid basis for monitoring

the HRQOL outcomes associated with diseases, conditions, treatments, and procedures. We

also determined that additional items concerning physical suffering, functional status, and

emotional outlook can obtain valid information concerning these respective dimensions.

Whether the additional information gained is worth the potential decrease in compliance is

unknown at this time.

We echo Ellwood's call for the routine collection of HROOL data and urge policy-makers

to make creation of large data bases a high priority.
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Part C

Problems with Interpretation

I. Introduction

In Parts A and B of this discussion we reported that a brief mail survey, consisting of

only four questions and calibrated according to empirically derived preferences, was able to

provide valid information about the health-related quality-of-Iife (HRQOL) outcomes of patients

with a serious medical condition. Information of this type, collected regularly and

systematically, could become the basis for a system of "outcomes rnanaqement," in which

efforts were made to determine "what works" in medicine. Such a system would provide an

efficient and valuable alternative (or supplement) to randomized controlled trials and to more

traditional types of non-experimental studies. In this final Part, we discuss some of the

philosophical and practical issues that would arise during creation and use of a system of

outcomes management.

In Part B we concluded that a single, global HRQOL item would probably suffice for

purposes of measuring outcomes in a large system of outcomes management. We observed

excellent construct and criterion validity of such a global item in a cohort of cancer patients,

with "objective" interviewers' careful assessments of patients' HRQOL serving as the "gold

standard" of validity . Our 0-10 global HRQOL measure tracked very closely with patients'

responses to items on physical suffering, activity limits, and emotional outlook -- and with

ernplrically derived preference weights for combinations of problems with suffering and activity

limits (as described in Part A). These separate HRQOL items also manifested excellent

construct validity. Finally, we found that determinants and behavior of the overall HRQOL

measure were very similar to that of the preference-weighted health states reported by

patients.

In constructing the ideal survey instrument for large systems of outcomes management,

one could use a single, global item or include a few additional items, as we did. Responses

to all items could be "blended" together to form an overall estimate of HRQOL. Although this

approach might increase reliability of the HRQOL estimate somewhat, we saw no evidence

that the accuracy, or validity, of this estimate provided by the global item would be enhanced

by the presence of additional items. Moreover, increasing the number of items would likely

result in lower response rates. The optimal number of items remains an open question for

now, but it seems clear in any case that a few items would be sufficient. This is fortunate, in
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discussed in previous Parts and again below.

Even granting that single, global items can produce valid measurements of overall

HRQOL, it still may seem difficult to believe that such measures could provide the basis for

conclusions about the effectiveness of particular procedures and treatments. In this Partwe

discuss two major issues with respect to the problem of interpreting change in global HRQOL

outcome: (1) how to strengthen causal inferences drawn from observational HRQOL data, and

(2) how to identify, using statistical procedures perfonned using global HRQOL data, different

-types of patients" who either do or do not receive significant benefit from some treatment or

procedure. We conclude that global HRQOL data, if properly obtained and interpreted, can

indeed provide a legitimate basis for large-scale outcome studies of the type envisioned by

Ellwood some five years ago.

II Strengthening Causal Inferences

In Part A of this discussion paper we discussed the advantages of generic outcome

measures over disease- or treatment-specific ones for purposes of outcomes management.

These advantages include universality across different types of treatments and the patients'

ability ~o convert generic measures into their personal (and often idiosyncratic) outcomes of

interest. These theoretical advantages, important as they may be, would probably be

insufficient, in and of themselves, to overcome skepticism concerning the relevance of (what

many would see as) a "fuzzy" outcome variable -- global HRQOL.

Standardizing the Concept of HRQOL

One major step toward "de-fuzzifying" HRQOL is to fonnally limit and standardize, as

part of a substantial public education program (see below), what is meant, exactly, by HRQOL

in this setting. Respondents must understand that the question(s) being asked concern(s)

health related quality of life, and that they should specifically exclude from consideration

factors beyond the purview of health and health care (e.g., neighborhood crime rate, marital

relationships, pollution). What is beyond the purview of health care is, of course, open to

discussion; for example, job satisfaction and marital hannony (or lack thereof) might be

affected by one's health, or access to health care. Usually, however, such issues should be

excluded.

Indeed, for purposes of outcomes management, and as discussed in Part A of this

article, it is probably best to restrict health domains in this context to physical suffering and
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limits on actlvttles." Emotional outlook should be included in HRQOL ratings only to the

extent that any emotional problems stem from physical symptoms and activity limits.

Otherwise (among other problems), the use of HROOL as an endpoint would likely prove too

"soft" for many physicians and policy-makers. (These remarks assume that physical

conditions and treatments are being evaluated. Psychiatric or emotional problems and

treatments would, of course, be addressed using different descriptors, a discussion of which is

beyond the scope of this article.)

To assist in further standardizing responses to the HRQOL survey, respondents should

be asked to rate their average overall HRQOL during the time since the previous survey, e.g.,

over the preceding six to twelve months -- or, in the case of initial contact with the provider,

over the previous month or so. Additional standardization might also be realized by explicitly

defining the constructs to be included in the HRQOL ratings (e.g., suffering and activity limits) ,

and by providing definitions for each level of the 11-point scale, perhaps something like this:

Definitions for Quality of Life Survey

Pain and physical symptoms means headache, backache, chest pain, arthritis or any

other form of physical pain ; also nausea, dizziness, shortness of breath, or any other form of

physical suffering. Activity limits include problems with working, housework, hobbies, social

relationships, self-care activities (including eating and dressing)

Over the past six months or a year, I have had:

HRQOL
rating Description

10. Absolutely no pain or physical symptoms and absolutely no limits on activities

9. Very occasional pain or symptoms of a very minor nature (never need treatment) and/or
very minor limits on activities (never restricted in important things)

8. Occasional pain or symptoms, usually of a minor nature (rarely need treatment) and/or
minor limits on activities (rarely restricted in important things)

7. Pain or symptoms sometimes troublesome, commonly needs treatment and/or
sometimes dissatisfied with extent of limits on activities (sometimes restricted in
important things)

And so on. Due to space limitations on the postal card survey, these definitions might best be
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published in newspapers and information brochures in conjunction with publicizing the

outcomes management system, rather than being printed on the survey post-card itself.

Along these lines, a high-profile educational and promotional effort (perhaps sponsored

by the govemment and assisted by the media and health care providers) should be launched

to educate the public. both about the nature of HRQOL and, perhaps even more importantly,

about the purpose and significance of the outcomes management system. The public should

be informed that the survey results will be used to determine "what works" in medicine, and to

assist future patients and payers in making decisions about what treatments to undergo or to

pay for. Respondents are being asked to contribute their experience to this body of

knowledge. This is a weighty responsibilityl Indeed, with proper education and promotion

about the health outcomes management system and its implications, people could come to

view reporting of their HRQOL as a civic duty -- akin to voting in elections. The process of

reporting HROOL could even be incorporated into popular culture ("Hi, how are you?" "Oh,

about a 7, I guess.")

In view of this avowed purpose, respondents would be asked to place greater emphasis

on symptoms and activity limits that relate to their health care problems and to services for

those problems, and to downplay the effects of unrelated or ephemeral health problems.

Patients would realize that they were being asked, in effect, HIs the treatment or procedure

that you have undergone something you would recommend to others with your same problem"

and "Should taxpayers pay for that treatment or procedure for patients who can't afford it?"

Patients who have not undergone any treatments or procedures for their medical problem

would realize that they are being used as a control group to assess health outcomes.

It is hoped that this sort of information will encourage people to participate in the

program. Even with the best of efforts, however, many people will fail to respond to the

HRQOL questionnaires, in effect refusing to "vote" their HROOL. This less-than-perfect

response will create the potential for a response bias in the data, e.g., the possibility that less

ill (or more-ill patients) will respond disproportionately more (or less) often. It is not clear

which way such a bias would work, however, and in any case this sort of democratic effort

(one patient-one vote per intervention) must operate based on the votes cast. Those who

choose not to vote will be effectively disenfranchised. Of course, every effort should be made

to encourage and to facilitate responding. Indeed, this is the very rationale for using the brief

postal-card format to solicit HRQOL outcome information.
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Induction Problems

Even if global HRQOL is agreed to be a sufficiently "hard" endpoint for large-scale

outcome studies, problems remain in ascribing observed changes (or lack of change) in

HRQOL to specific treatments and procedures. In Part A we noted that use of global HRQOL

measures to derive inferences about treatment outcomes would constitute, in effect, a series

of large-scale case-control studies. Actually, though, an even greater causal leap of faith

seems to be required than for most case-control studies, which generally focus on specific

diseases or conditions, and which evaluate specific factors that possess a fairly tightly posited

causal link with those diseases or conditions (for example, the relationship between smoking

and lung cancer).

Unlike most case-control studies, i~ which the outcome is usually a specific condition

(e.g., cancer), the outcome of interest in outcomes management is simply the change (if any)

in HRQOL over time. Even restricting the definition of HRQOL, as discussed above, such a

change (or lack of change) could occur for a large number of reasons, only one of which is

the treatment or procedure of interest. For example, patients may sprain their ankle, come

down with the flu, or develop an unrelated disease or condition.

Even more troublesome, perhaps, reported changes in quality-of-Iife might be used to

assess the effects of different treatments on the same patient over the same time period. For

example, a person who received a cataract operation for decreased vision .might report that he

changed from a HRQOL of 7 before surgery to a 9 after surgery. When this outcome is used

in a study of cataract surgery, the reported Improvement in HRQOL would be attributed to the

cataract surgery (although the weight assigned to this outcome would be determined by the

extent of comorbidities and other factors). If the same patient received a hip replacement

operation during the same time period, the very same improvement in HRQOL might be

ascribed to the hip surgery during subsequent evaluations of this procedure's effectiveness.

An extensive discussion of the fascinating epistemological problem of inductive

inferences63 is beyond the scope of the present article. Suffice it to say that we must take

refuge in large numbers and simply acknowledge the probabilistic nature of the activity which

rising costs and concerns about quality have compelled us to undertake. Ascribing observed

outcomes (i.e., effects) to antecedent events (l.e., causes) is always a risky business,

particularly in an uncontrolled (e.g., retrospective) environment. Nonetheless, the analyses

and inferences envisioned for Ellwood-style outcomes management are fundamentally no

different than the analyses and inferences regularly relied upon by medical science and policy

makers.
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As noted, large numbers of patients are needed in order to strengthen causal inferences

emerging from outcomes-management data, and to reliably detect the "signal" of treatment

effectiveness amidst the inevitable noise Each arm of outcomes-management case-control

studies should probably contain on the order of thousands or tens of thousands of patients.

The effect of increasing sample size is directly analogous to increasing the power of a lens in

microscopy or astronomy: just as a more powerful lens enables the viewer to resolve a

previously indistinct body into its constituent parts, so increasing sample size enables the

observer to "magnify" the effects of any given, distinct component of HRQOL.

For example, the change in one hypothetical patient's HRQOL over six months or a year

might be divided into the following components:

1. Effect of lung cancer plus chemotherapy

2. Effect of angina plus medical treatment

3. Effect of sprained ankle

4. Effect of arthritis

5. Effect of headache

At the same time, another patient's HRQOL outcome might consist of the following

components:

1. Effect of lung cancer without chemotherapy

2. Effect of inflammatory bowel disease

3. Effect of angina plus coronary artery angioplasty

(Note that lung cancer-plus-chemotherapy, and other condition-treatment pairs, should be

listed as one item for the first patient; listing, e.g., lung cancer and chemotherapy separately

would imply that .symptoms deriving from the cancer per se are equivalent in both treated and

untreated patients _. an unlikely proposition.) If these two patients were included as part of a

very large sample of patients with lung cancer, the confounding factors (i.e., all factors except

chemotherapy) should be distributed more or less evenly between patients who undergo,

versus those who forego, chemotherapy. Again, the "signal" of chemotherapy is magnified

and discemed from the "noise" of confounding factors. This effect is related to the well-known

statistical tenet that increasing sample size increases the precision of estimates regarding

some feature of the population from which the sample is drawn."

From a statistical perspective even the process of ascribing a single HRQOL change (or

lack of change) to more than one intervention is perfectly legitimate. On average, the signal

representing the HRQOL outcome caused by a particular intervention should be detectable
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through the noise of all confounding factors -- including other procedures. After all, many

more patients receive hip replacements without contemporaneous cataract surgery (and vice

versa), and the effects of these relatively few patients is small within the total patient sample.

Moreover, both cataract and hip surgery would contribute to any change in HROOL over the

study period, and might produce either additive or counteracting effects on HROOL. The

specific contribution of each procedure can be ascertained by grouping the patient first with a

large number of other cataract patients (to be compared with similar patients who did not

receive cataract surgery), then (later) with other hip-replacement patients (to be compared with

similar patients who did not receive hip replacements).

One problem increased sample size cannot correct is any systematic biases in the data,

such as might occur if patients who receive a particular intervention tended to have, say,

substantially better social support than those who do not receive that intervention. In this

case, if the degree of social support is itself responsible for any favorable outcomes, the

analysis will incorrectly ascribe that outcome to the intervention. Analysts and policymakers

must be alert for this sort of bias, and should attempt to measure and correct for biasing

factors whenever possible. However, the problem of bias in large-scale outcome studies

should not be overstated. It seems unlikely that many cases of meaningful bias (in the sense

that the bias completely invalidates inferences regarding effectiveness) would persist in

sample sizes of several thousands or tens of thousands of patients. Moreover, the problem is

no different than that faced in the thousands of non-experimental studies already being

performed every year. Indeed, the generic problem of bias in observational medical studies

would be SUbstantially reduced if researchers had access to the sort of very large data bases

envisioned for outcome management programs.

Need for a Central HROOL Registry

In his original vision of outcomes management,' Ellwood suggested that HRQOL

information be obtained from patients (only) during encounters with their health care

practitioners. Although the initial enrollment of patients is probably best performed during

such encounters, subsequent polling should be effected at regular intervals (in order to

standardize observed outcomes). It would be next to impossible for practitioners to schedule

return visits according to a standard schedule; moreover, patient and practitioner compliance

with these data collection efforts would likely be sporadic, at best. For these reasons, follow

up information about HROOL outcomes should probably be performed via standardized mail
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surveys, as has been discussed before in these articles.

We propose that a special centralized registry be set up collect health outcome

infonnation on all patients within a certain geographic area (e.g., a State). Providers would

regularly send to this registry lists of new patients newly diagnosed with one or more of a

defined list of serious medical conditions, including cancer, heart disease , arthritis, and the

like. Conditions would be selected based on prevalence, severity, cost, and on the existence

of substantial variations in how the condition is treated.

Providers would transmit (ideally electronically) the names, mailing addresses,

identification numbers, and Initial, baseline HRQOL survey results to the central registry, which

would then take responsibility for regular mailing of follow-up post-card questionnaires,

perhaps every six months or a year. The retum questionnaires would be coded (no names) to

ensure confidentiality; in addition, strict measures would be adopted by the system to protect

patient confidentiality. Registry personnel would take steps to enhance compliance (e.g.,

reminder postcards or phone calls).

A major function of the registry would be to facilitate linkage of the outcome data with

other data bases. This linkage is, of course, what makes outcome data useful -- by pennitting

inferences to be drawn conceming the effectiveness (or lack of effectiveness) of medical and

surgical treatments and procedures. The technology necessary for successfully linking data

bases is well-developed. What is lacking, however, is the sort of electronic medical record

needed to make full use of the outcome data. Administrative data (e.g., discharge diagnoses,

age, gender) can take us a ways down the outcome management road, but, as will be

discussed below, there are limitations to this approach.

Perhaps the first successful application of outcomes management will occur in large

managed care organizations that have committed to electronic medical records. For example,

the Harvard Community Health Plan and the Mayo Clinic provider network are both installing

sophisticated electronic medical record systems which, when complete, will cover over

500,000 patients each. A recent article in The New York Times reporting on these data

systems recogniZed their potential role in outcomes management:

Justifying the costs [of converting to electronic medical records] is a tall order....

But the savings could be enormous, The systems could feed infonnation Into

nation-wide data bases , which could then be studied to detennine which

treatments work. This invaluable evidence would enable doctors to eliminate

unnecessary exams and surgery.55
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These early efforts, it must be hoped, will serve as harbingers of much bigger things to come.

For full-scale implementation and adequate inferential power, even one million patients is

probably insufficient, given that each intervention will likely need thousands of patients in each

arm. Ideally patients in an entire state or region would be included in the system.

Unfortunately, the fragmented payer system characteristic of the United States precludes the

sort of large scale population-based patient data base necessary for real outcomes

management. Indeed, no population-based data base of the size necessary exists in the

United States . For this reason, provinces in Canada would be the ideal laboratories for large

scale outcomes management. British Columbia and Manitoba have province-wide data bases

on all hospital and physician visits and procedures. Alternatively, a State that succeeds in

implementing a single payer system -- rumored to be an option under the coming Clinton

health reform package, could attempt such a program. It remains to be seen whether the so

called Health Insurance Purchasing Cooperatives, characteristic of "managed competition"

schemes, would be able to assemble the necessary data bases. Clearly, federal leadership

(and, perhaps, financing) will be needed if a substantial portion of the United States population

is ever to be included within a system of outcomes management.

III. Identifying "Type of Patients"

We now tum to the second major issue pertaining to the interpretation of large-scale

observational HRQOL data: identifying patients who either do or do not receive significant

benefit from specified treatments and procedures. In a meaningful sense, identifying

categories of patients based on differential responses to treatment represents the major task

of outcomes analysis and management. Toward this end, it is necessary to classify patients

into different -types," based on combinations of clinical and demographic variables. For

example, it mi~t be determined that, in order to receive significant benefit from a certain

treatment, patients must (1) be over age 65, with (2) mean blood pressure over 120 and (3)

serum urea nitrogen under 60. This constellation of indicators denotes a "type of patient."

The predictor variables used to define types of patients are demographic and clinical

factors that have been shown to correspond statistically with increased or decreased degrees

of benefit, or of some outcome (e.g., mortality). Selection of predictor variables should be

guided by studies that have analyzed the relationship of patient outcomes with possible

predictors.
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Statistical Approaches

There are two basic approaches to this problem: regression techniques and recursive

partitioning. Multivariate regression techniques determine the extent of correspondence

between each candidate variable and the outcome of interest (e..g, mortality, Improved quality

of life), holding the effects of other variables constant. These analyses produce equations that

provide quantitative estimates of the likelihood of the outcome given any particular set of

values on the selected variables. Each variable is assigned a specific numerical weight based

on its observed contribution to the outcome; to determine expected outcomes, these weights

are multiplied by the values of the variables and the resulting products added to produce the

outcome estimate.

Using regression techniques, therefore, "types of patients" would be identified by

reference to the probability that they would experience the outcome of interest with treatment.

Examples might include "patients who, with treatment, have an expected HRQOL

improvement of at least (or less than) 0.5 rating unit compared to no treatment," or "patients

who; with treatment, have at least a one-year life-expectancy."

In recursive partltlonlnq," 67 sa the patient sample is initially divided into two

subgroups that are as internally homogeneous as possible with respect to the outcome of

interest. This process is repeated recursively within each resulting subgroup until certain

stopping rules are invoked. The product of this effort is identification of two or more

subgroups, or "types of patients," who differ maximally from each other with respect to the

outcome. For example, imagine a sample of cancer patients with an overall mortality rate of

25%, and about whom we know the age, gender, and stage of cancer. Recursive partitioning

may determine that, for example, the best "split" on this group is at age 65; perhaps 50%

patients older than 65 die, compared to only 10% of patients 65 or yoiJnger. If the program

chose this split, no other split, whether on age, gender, or stage, could produce greater within

subgroup homogeneity. A second split might then occur in one, both, or neither subgroup; in

our hypothetical case, perhaps the older group would be split between less than Stage III

cancer versus those Stage III or greater. Either one of these latter subgroups could be split

again, either on age or gender. The resulting patient taxonomy ("types of patients") might

include 1 (and 2) men (and women) 'over age 65 with Stage III or greater cancer, (3) patients

over age 65 with less than Stage III cancer, and (4) patients aged 65 or younger. The

proportion of people in each subgroup with the outcome of interest is known from the HRQOL

data base; this proportion becomes the probability that future patients in those subgroups will

experience the outcome.
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Although regression techniques .are generally somewhat more accurate than recursive

partitioning,69 providers would certainly resist the (what they would likely perceive as) an

overly quantitative approach to patient classification. The weighted sum (regression)

approach is just too reminiscent of "cookbook medicine" i.e., too close to a recipe calling for,

say, -3 eggs, 1 cup milk, and 1/2 teaspoon salt.- The recursive partitioning approach, on the

other hand, produces more-traditional, holistic descriptions of different types of patients based

on specified combinations of predictor variables. For this reason, recursive partitioning may

be the procedure of choice for identifying patient subgroups who either do or do not derive

significant benefit from a particular treatment or procedure.

Much more needs to be said about how, exactly, different types of patients would be

identified using the above-described techniques. We are presently developing explicit models

of how such process might work, and plan to report our results in the near future.

Clinical versus Statistical Significance

The statistical significance of observed differences in HRQOL between different types of

patients can be calculated according to established techniques. Traditional statistical tests

must be interpreted with cauti~n, however, because almost any difference across very large

numbers of patients will be statistically significant at usual cutoffs (e.g, p < .05 or .01). As

noted recently by Diamond and Denton,

the statistics of hypothesis testing (P values and the associated concept of

-statistical significance") were originally designed for sample size around 30, not

30,000. Nevertheless, investigators are now suggesting some questions of clinical

interest. .. will require assessment trials involving as many as 140,000 patients.

With trials of such size, a clinically inconsequential difference in outcome is readily

elevated to the lofty level of statistical significance.7O(p·457)

With very large sample sizes it might be best simply to dispense with the concept of

statistical significance and focus exclusively on clinically meaningful differences in outcomes

across differently treated groups. In Part B we suggested that this threshold might be set at

one-half rating point on our 0-11 overall HRQOL scale. This difference represents one

twentieth of the distance between best and worst possible HRQOL - the same fraction

commonly accepted as the boundaries of statistical significance (Le., p <= .05). The choice of

a threshold for significant dinical difference is a value judgment and should ultimately be set

after public discussion and using due process democratic procedures."
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The Problem of Discrimination

Although clinical variables (e.g., blood pressure) are always appropriate variables for

defining patient subqroups, demographic variables (e.g., gender, ethnicity) are potentially

problematic if the results of effectiveness analyses are to be used for purposes of

reimbursement policy or resource allocation. Conclusions to the effect that a treatment

·worked" for one demographic group but not another, although perhaps scientifically valid,

would be very difficult to accept from a social and political perspective.

For example, what if a given service is found to provide significant benefit (either on Iife

expectancy or quality of life) for whites only (or for non-whites only), or for men but not

for women (or vice versa)? Would a policy whereby men were covered for, say,

chemotherapy for lung cancer, but women were not, be supportable -- even if based on

good evidence? ... The appearance of discrimination that would inevitably exist if some

but not others were covered for putatively beneficial treatment would be extremely

difficult to accept. 5

Society will need to come to grips with this problem, because it is certain that differences in

effectiveness will be observed across demographic lines.

The use of secondary diagnoses and comorbidities could give rise to similar problems.

For example, patients who have diabetes may derive significantly less benefit from cardiac

transplantation than do patients without diabetes. Although it might be appropriate to counsel

diabetic patients about this finding, a formal policy that denied coverage for heart transplants

to patients with diabetes might seem discriminatory. If based on good evidence, however,

such a policy would probably not be in conflict with the Americans with Disabilities Act or

related statutes."

These latter considerations illustrate a problem with the use of administrative data bases

that contain only demographic and diagnostic information as potential predictor variables.

Lacking clinical data of the type preferred for construction of patient taxonomies,

administrative data bases can only provide limited degrees of useful insight into the question

of ·who benefits· from a particular treatment. However, administrative data can provide

information concerning differences in outcomes based on which provider is used. This type of

data is becoming of increasing significance in this era of quality assessment" and "outcome

report cards. M73
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There is another important methodological consideration regarding the identification of

patient subgroups. It is well known that retrospective searches for subgroups inevitably

"succeed" in finding some types of patients who appear to respond to a given intervention

even when the entire sample, taken as a whole, does not respond." Often such findings are

due strictly to chance, the result of "data dredging." Indeed, it is statistically certain that

obviously nonsensical subgroups will be found to benefit from treatment, perhaps patients who

are Scorpios and have last names beginning with a NT."

In general, patient subgroups who are determined to benefit from treatment should pass

two tests before the results are accepted and acted upon. First, the effect should persist

across different States or other large subsets of the population, i.e., it must be reproducible.

Second, the finding must make clinical sense; there must be some more-or less accepted

clinical theory that can account for the finding. In borderline cases, the findings should be

tested in prospective studies, perhaps using longer generic HRQOL questionnaires (such as

the SF-36) and disease- or treatment-specific measures. Some procedural mechanism,

perhaps a standing Commission, will be needed to determine which findings should be taken

at face value, which rejected, and which subjected to prospective study.

Length of Life versus Qualitv of Life

As a final consideration in developing taxonomies of "types of patients," it must be noted

that in order to properly evaluate treatment effectiveness it is necessary to consider not only

HRQOL outcomes, but also the impacts of treatment (if any) on life-expectancy. Some

treatments, such as an appendectomy for appendicitis, are valued not for any improvements

in quality of life, but rather for their substantial effects on life-expectancy (e.g., in the case of

appendicitis, from perhaps two weeks untreated to normal life-expectancy given appropriate

treatment). Other treatments have significant impacts on quality of life, but little or no effect

on life-expectancy -- such as medication or surgery for arthritis, or prostatectomy for benign

obstruction. Still other treatments involve trade-offs between quality and quantity of life, where

a longer life-expectancy comes at the expense of various symptoms resulting in a possible

decrease in quality of life. Chemotherapy for some forms of cancer might fall into this

category .

The basic model for evaluating treatment effectiveness can be summed up in algebraic terms:
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Effectiveness =[(AvQO~ x NYE~) - (AvQO~llt) x (NYE~llt)]

AvHRQO~ = Average HRQOL with treatment (scaled between 0-1)
NYE~ = Number of Years Expected to Life with treatment
AvHRQO~Ollt) = Average HRQOL without treatment
NYE~Ollt = Number of Years Expected to Life without treatment

These terms can be depicted in graphical form:

no treatment

treatment

NYELnotx

AvHRQOLnotx

AVHRQO~

NYELtx

The difference in "weight" (quality x quantity) between the top and bottom boxes

constitutes the net effectiveness of the treatment. Note that the weight of the bottom

(treatment) box may be less than that of the top box if treatment results in overall lower life

expectancy and/or worse HRQOL.

In the end, the goal of outcomes management is to identify types of patients whose

"treatment boxes" "weigh" significantly more than their "no-treatment boxes" with respect to a

specific intervention. The extent to which the treatment box should outweigh the non

treatment box before the difference is considered "significant" .- and the intervention deemed

effective -- constitutes a value jUdgment which, again, calls for public debate and the use of

democratic evidence-based decision-making procedures.

IV. Conclusion

With due care, the collection and anaJysis of global HRQOL outcome data can provide

valuable information concerning the effectiveness of medical treatments and procedures.

Reporting of one's health outcomes should come to be viewed as a civic responsibility,

encouraged by providers and policymakers. Large data sets must be assembled.

Appropriate data collection infrastructures should be developed as soon as possible, and

analysis and interpretation issues debated and resolved.

The festering problems of increasing health care costs and inequitable access to

effective services demand that large scale outcomes measurement and management systems,

as suggested by Ellwood over five years ago, become a reality.
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